This paper studies the behavior of commercial guarantee company in the game theory framework. Different payoff structures with guarantee company behavior for banks, borrowers, and the guarantors are formed in the presence of credit rationing. We derived and explained the surviving rule of different types of guarantee companies, and we further conclude the condition in which guarantee companies are likely to be involved in a moral hazard problem. We conclude that, in the presence of regulatory arbitrage opportunity, the guarantee company has incentive to switch its role from bank agent to the borrower, being a second-hand lender. When the macroeconomic risk is high, the switching of this role will transfer the risk back to the banks.
Introduction
Financing difficulties for SMEs are a worldwide problem. Over the past twenty years, China has experienced a rapid economic growth. SMEs constitute over 90 percent of the total enterprises in China and offer the majority of job vacancies (National Bureau of Statistics). In order to increase credit availability, the guarantee companies are introduced into the financial system to alleviate the difficulty of SMEs in obtaining bank loans [1] . However, it is generally considered that commercial guarantee company in China is highly risky and somehow is related to informal lending. A lot of news and reports expose that the guarantee companies are cheating for loans together with other bank borrowers. Stated by the president of China Banking Regulatory Commission, "3000 billion of bank credit money flows into the shadow banking system, and the guarantee company plays a significant role in this business. "
SMEs have been described as "the most important engines of economic growth and job-creation in transition economies as well as in other developing and developed economies, including those of the OECD countries" (OECD, 2000) . A credit guarantee is a financial product that a small entrepreneur can buy as a partial substitute for collateral. It is a promise by a guarantor to pay all or part of the loan if the borrower defaults [2] . However, most of China guarantee companies afford 100 percent risk, whilst banks seldom afford any risk together with the guarantee company. SMEs credit guarantee company in China just started a few years, and, in the credit rationing situation, loan supply is far away from demand satisfaction [3] [4] [5] . Research on the China financial system discovered that the financial system is dominated by a large but inefficient banking sector [6] , and Ayyagari argues that alternative financing and governance mechanisms support China's growth [7] .
Credit guarantee schemes emerge typically for three reasons: differential information, spreading and diversifying risk, or regulatory arbitrage [8] . Most of the guarantee scheme is operated by the government all around the world, except a few countries like China [9] . The question which rose was what is the reason for China guarantee companies to exist? Philip et al. [9] analyzed the data from one of the top three China guarantee companies and discovered that credit guarantee officer's assessment of loan risk was negatively related to bank loan rate. There are also some researchers who suggested the phenomenon of "lazy guarantor. " Manove et al. considered that the guarantee companies' risk control relies too much on the collateral [10] . However, others argue that the correlation between collateral and default risk is ambiguous [11, 12] . Discussions regarding the role and the effect of guarantee companies also cause research concern [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Our incentive is to study how commercial guarantee companies operate in China and what role do they play. It is argued that companies providing guarantees play two roles: one is the SME and the other is the financial counterparty (European Commission, 2006) . In this paper, we use game theory framework to discuss why commercial guarantee companies in China are risky and how they can survive. Furthermore, we model and explain the incentive of moral hazard problem of commercial guarantee companies.
Characteristics of Commercial Guarantee Companies in China
In China, a lot of guarantee companies had emerged over the last five years before government regulated this industry, and many went bankruptcy after the regulation enforcement. Lacking strict law environment and industry monitoring authority in China, guarantee companies tend to exist in the beginning for regulation arbitrage, and later some died out as the arbitrage opportunity vanished. As modeled and proved by many scholars, high risk should correspond with high return in stock market [17, 18] ; it also holds for guarantee company being a profit maximizer. Investigating the role of guarantee company played in the credit chain can offer a solution to policy makers on how to regulate the industry to ensure the benign development. We will first consider the payoff structure for banks and borrowers in the traditional credit rationing framework. In the absence of guarantor position, the banks take full risk of borrowers' default.
Suppose the bank lending amount is with interest rate ; collateral is offered by the borrower. At the time of repayment, the borrowers obtain for their investment return. If is larger than the borrowed amount and promised interest minus the collateral value, being a profit maximizer, the borrower will repay bank loan and the bank will get the money back as well as the interest. In the case of the borrowers' investment failure, the borrower will lose his collateral and the bank will keep all residual investment revenues as well as the collateral. The payoff structure is as in Table 1 [19] .
When the guarantee company takes the guarantor position, a guarantee fee is involved, where denotes guarantee rate. Normally, is realized in the beginning of the business. The guarantee company has security deposit for its guarantor position and will lose it in the case of borrower's default. In practical, if the guarantee company does not go
Expected return
Interest rate bankrupt, it will help the borrower to repay the loan and take over the collateral even when suffering losses, because every guarantee company has its fame and creditworthiness. Banks and rating agency will consider borrower's default rate that the company takes the guarantor position according to granting the guarantee company's credit. Thus, in order to keep good relationship with banks to obtain credit, the guarantee company will always help the borrower to pay back the loan as long as there is sound capital reverse. The payoff structure with a guarantee company is as in Table 2 .
We assume the collateral provided by the borrower can be transfered directly to the guarantee company, ignoring the value discounted in the process.
There are three circumstances: the borrower repays the promised amount; the borrower defaults but the guarantee company repays the promised amount; both the borrower and the guarantee company default.
In the first circumstance, the cost for the borrower is the interest rate and the guarantee rate. In the final state, the bank gets back the principle and interest while the guarantee company earns the guarantee fee corresponding with its guaranteed amount. In the second circumstance, the borrower defaults and loses his collateral; meanwhile the guarantee company compensates for the borrower and pays the shorting money between the borrowers promised amounts. The third circumstance represents the borrower default and the guarantee company goes bankruptcy, where the borrower loses the collateral and the guarantee company loses all its security deposit.
In the guarantee framework, the borrower's cost increases from to ( + ), and the expected return actually decreases (see Figure 1 ).
Proposition 1. If guarantee companies' evaluation of borrow-
ers is identical to banks, the combined risk will be higher than the banks offering credit directly; thus, the total expected return from the borrowers will be lower. 
If the guarantee company does not go bankrupt, the bank will not suffer any loss from the borrower, and it keeps the same profit. So the risk for the bank in underwriting the loan transferred from the probability of borrower's investment failure to the probability of the guarantee company's bankruptcy, which is considered much lower for banks.
Let be gross returns, and denotes risk. Distribution ( , ) follows mean preserving spread: if two projects have the same expected return but 1 > 2 , then 1 is considered a riskier project.
For a given interest , the expected return of the borrowers will be maximized; for a higher interest ( + ), the total return for banks and guarantee companies will be lower;
As the banks profit is not affected, this means that the expected return for the guarantee company will be negative. So the guarantee company's real expected return is its guarantee fee minus its expected loss in the combined expected return with banks. In this case, the guarantee company's risk is (1+ + ) , which is higher than
corresponding with the expected return − 1 . In other words, the guarantee company suffers additional risk transferred from banks, leading to great asymmetric in the risk and expected return.
From Proposition 1, it is easy to conclude that guarantee companies which are identical to banks can hardly earn profit, and even if they were profitable, commercial guarantee companies will not have any incentive to do so because of the lacking of risk premium. From this point of view, the guarantee company should exist in the form of government or policy supported organizations, leading to risk diversification for banks; in the meantime, guarantee companies get their risk compensation through government direct financial support. The incentive for the government to do so is sacrificing certain economic benefit to increase credit availability.
For commercial guarantee companies, they should have their own evaluation method to distinguish themselves from banks in order to earn profit; namely, if their guarantee fee stays the same, the company should have information superiority or monitoring mechanism to avoid borrower's adverse selection effect or moral hazard. In this case, the guarantee company keeps the same guarantee fee but the default risk is reduced, which will increase the total expected return. Being a third party financial institution, guarantee companies do not offer credit directly, but they usually have more bargain power than SMEs and can easily establish closer relationship with SMEs than banks.
In some circumstances, the guarantee company can recognize more kinds of assets as collateral and usually requires borrowers to provide as much collateral as possible. Suppose the borrower can provide an extra collateral 2 ; then the payoff structure is as in Table 3 .
Proposition 2.
The "lazy guarantor" focuses on the collaterals rather than the debt repayment. When the collaterals 2 are sufficiently large, the guarantee company will consider the borrower a safe borrower as its expected loss is fully covered by the collaterals.
In this case, if the borrower does not default, both the bank and the guarantor will keep their profit. If the borrower defaults, the guarantee company can dispose its collateral for repayment since it has already fully covered the borrowed amount. The "lazy guarantor" always prefers more collaterals to less. Comparing the payoff structure of extra collaterals with the previous one, it is obvious to conclude that, in the presence of 2 , keeping all other conditions unchanged, the probability of borrower default will be lower; in case the borrower defaults, the loss suffered by the guarantee company is less.
In both situations above, the role of the guarantee company is to diversify the risk of banks. We can consider the guarantee company as the bank agent for selecting and monitoring the borrower. Through the following proposition, we will study the other role of commercial credit guarantee company as a second-hand lender.
Proposition 3. In the absence of strict regulations, the guarantee company may switch its role from bank's agent to the borrower's side, becoming the connect channel between bank credit market and the shadow banking system.
The commercial guarantee company is an organization chasing for profit. Some of guarantee companies consider the safety of the loan in the first place while others are a profit maximizer. The informal lending channel usually offers more choice for the borrower, that is, flexible lending period and requirement. However, the interest rate is usually higher. As a result, we consider that there are regulatory arbitrage opportunities, because the guarantee companies can take cheap money from the bank and lend it out at a higher interest rate in the not well-regulated shadow banking market (see Figure 2) . The explanation and operation in practice are as follows.
We will now focus on the borrower side. In China, laws and regulations for lending behavior between companies are not strictly defined; companies can obtain loan through informal lending. Most SMEs in China have difficulties in getting direct finance through banking system as credit is rationed, so there is extra money demand at interest ; even when guarantee company is involved, at interest + , there is still extra money demand 2 . The market equilibrium exists when money supply equals demand, and thus the market interest rate is formed. If is large enough, in other words if is significantly larger than + , there will be an opportunity to borrow money at interest rate + and lend out at (see Figure 3) . As banks are weak in monitoring the actual usage of loans, the borrowers thus have opportunities in switching the usage of the loan, which encourage them to find a financial institution which can help them to obtain loans as well as lending it out again.
From the guarantee company side, as stated in Propositions 1 and 2, the guarantee company is always seeking extra return or an alternative way to diversify risk. In practical, the guarantee company needs to deposit a certain amount of money in the bank for its guarantor position. As guarantee companies usually have more bargain power, they will require the borrower to sign some disclosure agreement, most of which include a certain amount of security deposit and investing in an assigned guarantor related company. In both of these ways, the guarantee companies will not keep the money in their bank account and will use it for lending to earn extra money.
From the theoretical point, we can consider the behavior of the guarantee company as constructing a portfolio to balance its return and risk. As stated in the above propositions, the major problems of commercial guarantee company are imbalance in risk and return. As credit is rationed and the market has not been cleared, there are always some borrowers who wish to borrow money below market clear rate, but maybe riskier.
Normally, three kinds of borrowers are willing to cooperate with guarantee company: firstly, companies who cannot obtain credit directly from the banks are obliged to accept the guarantee company's offer in order to get external finance by bank loans. Secondly, large companies that can get loans from banks but do not have proper or urgent use may find a way to make good use of the money. They may invest into the guarantee company for high promised fixed return and relative low risk since the guarantee company has good relationship with banks. Thirdly, there are risk loving borrowers seeking extra profit who abandon the original usage of the loan.
If the guarantee company and the borrower form an economic union, the payoff structure will be changed as in Table 4 .
The borrower and guarantee company get a loan from the bank, the borrower keeps 2 while he/she invests 1 in the guarantee company, and the borrower's own project success probability is . The guarantee company has some projects with return 1 ( ≤ 1 ≤ ) and success probability . The borrower will only afford the interest and guarantee fee cost of 2 . In the first situation, both the borrower and the guarantee company succeed in their projects; then the borrower's cost is lower as the cost of 1 is afforded by the guarantee company. At the same time, the guarantee company can keep the profit of 1 investment. This situation is similar to the government support type, that the guarantee company can have an extra profit to balance risk and return. The second situation involves default of the borrower. In this case, the guarantee company kept part 1 can understand as collateral for the loan , which decreases the underlying loss. In the third situation when both borrower and guarantee company default, it is the same case with the payoff structure in Proposition 2. For the last circumstance, only the borrower default is a little tricky to find the loss for the borrowers and the bank. As borrowers only get money of 2 , they are not willing to repay the full loan and thus this leads to the bad debt for banks; however, if the borrowers wish to keep good records with banks, their maximum loss is 1 that goes into the guarantee company. Usually, a guarantee company's bankruptcy involves lots of bad debts which may lead to a big liquidity shock to banks.
Results and Discussion
Focusing on the guarantee companies, the payoff structure of being agent or borrower is as in Table 5 .
From the matrix, we can study the guarantee company's strategy. When the borrower succeeds in his investing project, the guarantee company can get its guarantee fee as the bank agent. If the guarantee company keeps parts of the loan to be a second-hand lender, the guarantee company will afford the risk of that loan, with probability to get a return 1 1 or with probability 1 − to lose the principle 1 . Being a profit maximizer, the guarantee company will choose to switch to the borrower side if
The equation indicates that if the probability of the project success and its return is sufficiently high, the guarantee company will cooperate with borrowers.
If the borrower defaults, it is easy to prove that 1 + [ 1 1 + (1 − )(− 1 )] ≥ 0 always holds, so, in order to prevent loss, the guarantee company would always stand on the borrower side.
We now suppose the probability of project success to indicate the macroeconomic risk. If the success probability is very high, then the market risk is low [20] . Thus, and are actually correlated. When the borrower's project is very likely to succeed, the guarantor's second-hand loan is also in relative low risk, which encourages the guarantee company to be a borrower instead of bank agent. 
Conclusions
We study an incentive of moral hazard problems for commercial guarantee companies. The background for China commercial guarantee company is that the guarantee company normally affords full risk, which is significantly different from USA or European countries. Thus, banks, borrowers, and guarantee companies have different aims which result in different behavior. The guarantee companies can survive mainly through the following four ways.
(1) They obtain financial support from government. Banks usually have their own risk control standard and require a third party financial institution for risk diversification. Government supported guarantee companies are usually nonprofitable and mainly for increasing credit availability for SMEs. (2) They have information advantages. The information is not for finding borrowers but about how to select good borrower. Banks usually focus more on "hard information" based on balance sheet, and guarantee companies can help banks to obtain "soft information" and take responsibility of this information through a guarantor position. (3) They dispose the collaterals. The "lazy guarantor" gets the assets from borrowers as montages, only if they can dispose for cash which can help the guarantor avoid loss from borrowers default. (4) In the absence of strict law and regulation environment for guarantee companies, moral hazard problems might occur: the guarantee company may cheat for getting credit from banks together with other borrowers and becomes the second-hand lender afterwards to get excessive return.
We abstract the payoff structure in different circumstances in equilibrium. For the first three guarantee company types, the principle is to balance risk and return. We can observe from the payoff structure that these methods either reduce the loss amount when borrower defaults or lower the default probability by increasing the borrower's default cost.
In the last circumstance, it is a very typical story of China guarantee company in practice, and, in the recent years, several such kinds of guarantee companies have been exposed by the newspapers and other media, which caused great loss to banks, that is, HuaDing Credit Guarantee Company, which is the biggest guarantee company of Guangdong province in China. Especially, before 2010 China Regulation for Commercial Guarantee Company, a lot of guarantee companies are established to bridge the bank credit with informal lending, which can exceed interest cap for bank. However, from the view of the bank, higher collateral may induce the borrower to take excessive risk, which may lead to higher return when success happens but with a greater probability of failure [21] ; thus the actual effect of the risk of "lazy guarantor" still needs to be specified.
From our analysis of the guarantee modes, government should provide more support to balance guarantee company's risk and return. Moreover, regulations should be made to avoid regulatory arbitrage.
